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Introduction

The JET experiment is replacing its previous (Ai) antennas with upgraded designs
(A2) for its upcoming "pumped diverter" operation.1 These antennas are more
directional than the previous two-strap Ai antennas when operated as a phased array.
The frequency range is 23 to 57 MHz, with particular interest in frequencies around
32, 42, and 48 MHz for various experimental scenarios. Figure 1 shows a full four-
element array; note that the power for both the inner and outer straps is introduced
through ports located behind the outer straps. A full-scale low power "flat" mockup
was tested at JET; strap lengths were adjusted to give balanced operation with
resonance at 42 MHz. A second mockup module, differing only slightly from the
original, was subsequently fabricated and both modules were sent to ORNL for
additional measurements and to test the operation of the power compensator circuit.2

There are benefits to using a transmission line model to characterize coupled antenna
systems, primarily in the ease of incorporating the antennas into the overall analysis
of the transmission, tuning, and matching system. The characteristics of the array
under arbitrary phasing are also needed for the design, analysis, and control of the
power compensator. There are aspects of the JET A2 antenna geometry that differ
considerably from previously modeled cases. As can be seen in Fig.l, each
transmission line feeds two poloidally-stacked straps connected in parallel. The
parallel straps present different electrical loads at the match point due to geometrical
differences. Currents in one section of the strap influence other sections of the same
strap as well as in neighboring straps due to internal inductive coupling. The lengths
of the inner and outer straps differ; moreover, the inner straps are fed from ports
located behind the outer straps, resulting in increased coupling between the inner and
outer straps due to the long feed lines and in greater disparity between the electrical
loads presented at the inner and outer feed ports. The present effort is to determine
whether a more general coupled transmission line model can characterize the array
response with sufficient accuracy for the purpose of design and analysis.

Electrical Characteristics

Each antenna is divided into a number of sections of arbitrary length, each of which
is characterized by self-inductance (£,'), self-capacitance (C"), mutual inductance
(AT), and mutual capacitance per unit length (A"), as calculated from a 2D
magnetostatic code3, and by resistance per unit length (/?') which may be ohmic
losses or plasma loading impedance. The electrical characteristics are calculated
using a transmission line model which uses an iterative technique to solve the
coupled telegraphy equations:
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For straps / and m, the direction of increasing xm to direction of increasing JC/ is
represented by s,m and the distance between JC,- and xm is dm. The effect of the
Faraday shield on the L' and C of the radiating sections of the strap was calculated
with a 3-D magnetostatic model4. The four pon impedances are calculated for four
linearly independent phasings (eigenmodes) and transformed to scattering matrix
representation using standard techniques.

Figure 2 shows a typical geometry used to determine the coupling matrixes for the
radiating sections of the straps. Scattering parameter measurements on the mockups
were made with a network analyzer connected between two ports at a time; the two
unused ports were terminated with 50 ohm resistances. The connections for the
measurements are not what will be used on JET; installation of a current probe
reduced the diameter of the feedline and a 30 Q to 50 Q, flange-to-Type N adapter
was used in place of the standard JET 30 Q feedthrough. The two mockup modules
were inclined 6.8° to the horizontal and the two interior straps were spaced 52.2 cm
apart, while the distance between straps in each module is fixed at 40.2 cm. This
corresponds to the antenna orientation for a radial location designed to accommodate
large cross-sectional plasmas.

The transfer of power from strap 1 to strap 4 during phased operation depends
primarily on the interstrap transmission coefficients §12, S23, and S34. Figure 3
shows good agreement between the measured and calculated values of ISnl, IS12I,
and IS 22! vs. frequency between 23 and 57 MHz, when resistive straps representing a
plasma load of approximately 21 Q /m are mounted on one mockup module.
However, it appears that IS12I, while peaked near the nominal resonance frequency
of 42 MHz, departs from the model by beginning to increase again at the higher
frequencies.

This effect is more apparent when lossless straps are mounted on both mockup
modules, as in Figure 4. Here the measured IS12I and IS34I differ somewhat in their
frequency response, but both show a shift in their peaks to higher frequencies while
the model remains peaked near the antenna resonant frequency. The coupling
between inner straps, IS23I, shows frequency response that agrees with the model
although the magnitude is low. Good agreement can be obtained by reducing the
appropriate mutual inductance by 40%. The calculated mutual inductance between
the straps is high due to a conducting ground plane immediately behind the modules,
which will be present when mounted on JET but not in the measurements.

Magnetic Field Measurements

The toroidal magnetic field (Bz) distribution for one mockup module has been
measured at a radial location 1.5 cm in front of the Faraday shield with a magnetic
loop probe mounted on an automatically scanning coordinate measuring machine for



three different frequencies - 25, 35, and 57 MHz. The poloidal field distributions
calculated with the 3-D magnetostatic model (constant strap current) have been
weighted by the current distributions obtained from the transmission line code and
are compared with the measurements at 35 MHz in Fig. 5. The bumps in the
measured field for the outer straps are caused by the hollow circular rings inserted
into the strap to allow access to the mounting fixtures behind the strap (see Fig. 1);
these structures were not modeled.

Conclusions and Discussion

The coupled transmission line model agrees well enough with measurements to be a
useful tool for design and analysis, particularly when the radiating sections are
loaded. However, the power transmission coefficients between straps in the same
module (S12, S34) are greater than predicted at the higher frequencies (50-60 MHz),
and are somewhat different for two modules that are almost identical. They also
show a greater sensitivity to the spacing between modules than is predicted by the
model. In addition, a 50 Q match (-24 dB) at 16 MHz is now observed with the
resistive straps (Fig. 3a) that was not seen previously. Additional tests seem
warranted, including inspecting the strap connections, minimizing room reflections,
and measuring the characterisitics of the modified feedthroughs and adapters.
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Fig 1. JET A2 Antenna Array Fig 2.2D calculation of coupling
parameters.
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Fig 3. Measured (dashed) and calculated (solid) S-parameters for resistive straps
( a ) S n , (b)S12, (c)S22
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Fig 4. Measured (dashed) and calculated (solid) S-parameters for lossless straps.
(a) Slight differences between modules are seen in S12 and S34 (dashed)
(b) Dotted curve is S23 calculated by using 0.6 times the calculated M23".
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Fig 5. Comparison of calculated (solid) and measured (dashed) B z profile along
the centerline of the strap at 35 MHz for (a) outer straps and (b) inner straps.


